
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 4/10/06

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom line is we are a regulated firm which can 
be extremely important in this day and age. 
 
 
Corn Fundamentals: The March USDA supply-demand report highlights are found within our morning Grain Fundamentals page. 
Interesting to note how one of the pre release estimates has ties more directly to the investment community and had the lowest corn 
end stock estimate. May we suggest the bank may have overstated the use of corn for ethanol. 
Season Average Farm Price: Released this morning for, USDA now estimates the season ave farm price at $1.95 to $2.05 vs its 
previous estimate of $1.85-$2.05. There has been inferences made that USDA is pre paring a new farm bill which will depend on corn 
for ethanol as a means to bolster farm income. Based on these newly released SAFP, USDA's creativity needs help in 
understanding the word bolster. 
Export Sales: Understandably USDA did raise the export target to 1.95 bil bu vs its previous est of 1.9 bil bu. As recently as last 
Thursday, Allendale's research suggest exports could reach 1.932 bil bu vs USDA's then estimate of 1.9 bil bu. Good work USDA! 
USDA did not increase China's export target of 5 MMT nor did USDA increase China's corn imports of 100,000 tonnes vs it previous 
months est.  
End Stocks to Use: present domestic end stocks to use are 21% vs last months estimate of 21.6% vs last years 19.8%. We would have 
to venture back to 1992 to find a larger value which was 24.9% with a stocks level of 2.113 bil bu vs the present 2.301 bil bu. Global 
stocks to use are 17.1% vs last months 17.2% which is nearly identical to last years 17.3% and 2002's 17.4%. 
Bean-Corn Ratio: the CBOT floor trade perception for corn acres to steal from soybean acres needs a bean-corn ratio of 2.19 to 1. At 
the close of business the day USDA released its annual planting intentions report the ratio was 2.25 to 1. Tonights closing ratio is 2.15 
to 1. Based on the present ratio, its suggest corn acres are in the process of adding and beans subtracting. Yes we believe as long as 
weather cooperates and the ration remains at 2.18 to 1 or less, the June planted acres report could very well show 1.5 to 2 million more 
corn acres added than what the intentions report estimated. 
Corn Technicals: last Fridays July futures close 2544, todays futures close 2526. Our short term Moving Average indicators are 
2500-2460 and 2400. Last Fridays Dec futures close 2744, todays futures close 2726. Our short term Moving Average indicators are 
2700-2660 and 2600. 
Weekly and Monthly Technicals: May corn futures closed at 2412. Weekly chart based resistance is 2430 and then 2580. Support is 
2330. Monthly chart based resistance is 2570 and support at 2310. Look to trade within these ranges and use the same parameters for 
cash corn sales and purchases. 2570 old crop monthly resistance, a 20 cent spread to new crop Dec suggest resistance of 2770. 
Trade Position: we are long new crop futures based on the non commercials perception of not enough supply to meet ethanol 
demand. We have written new orders to own July futures as viewed in our Grain Trading Strategies page. 
Question to Ponder: will non commercials estimated to be holding a net long position of 184,900 contracts combined futures and 
options provide more notice to corn and wheat futures than it did the July Cocoa market today? The July contract lost 3.7% of its 
value from Friday's close to today.  
Soybean Fundamentals: if you read our Midsession Comments you are aware how Brazilian state Goias has plans to increase 
sugarcane plantings by 47%. It did not define at what other crops expense. We refer back to research we performed in Jan suggesting 
in similar years when price rallies were as significant as the one sugar futures were experiencing, futures responded dramatically lower 
by the July Aug time frame. There is one subtle difference this year vs past years. In past years sugar, like corn was perceived as a 
food commodity and not as it is today, a source of ethanol. 
Season Average Farm Price: USDA's new range is %.45-$5.75 vs its previous range of $5.40-$5.80. 
Export Sales: USDA did not adjust its soybean export target lower as it should have. Less than 25% of the marketing year remaining 
in the USA and  S America heavily harvesting its new crop, Allendale's research suggest exports could reach 865 mil bu vs USDA's 
present est of 900 mil bu.  
End Stocks to Use: present domestic end stocks to use are unchanged vs last months USDA WASDE report findings 20.3% vs last 
years 8.6%. We would have to venture back to 1986 to find a larger value which was 21.3% with a stocks level of 436 mil bu vs the 
present 565 mil bu. Global stocks to use did decrease to 19.2% when USDA release its monthly WASDE report vs last months 
estimate of 19.4% which still exceeds last years 16.6% and 2003's 14.5%. At no time dating back to 1980 have the end stocks to use 
been as large as they are at present. USDA biggest adjustment for the global end stocks was a 1.5 MMT decrease for soybean 
production to 57 MMT. Allendale's estimate is unchanged at 58 MMT. 
Soybean Technicals: last Fridays July futures close 5722, todays futures close 5690. Our short term Moving Average indicators are 
5840-5850 and 5860. Last Fridays Nov futures close 5886, todays futures close 5866. Our short term Moving Average indicators are 
5930-5990 and 6020.  
Weekly and Monthly Technicals: May futures closed at 5552. Weekly chart based resistance is 5930. Support is 5500. Monthly 
chart based resistance is 6000 and support at 5500. Look to trade within these ranges and use the same parameters for cash sales and 
purchases.  
Trade Position: our short old crop futures based on larger than ave stks of beans and a steady harvest from S America objective was 
reached in todays trade. We look to sell a technical correction. 
 

 
 
Wheat Fundamentals: the National Ag Statistics Service improved the winter wheat condition ratings from 38% good to excellent to 
41%. #1 Winter wheat producing state of Kansas had its conditions improve from 38% to 42%. The five yr ave for winter wheat 
conditions has been near 60% good to excellent. The five yr ave suggest conditions have improved only slightly then by the end of 
April, a slow gradual 5% decline into the harvest. The national weather service suggest Kansas to have a 30% chance of below 
ave precip, with the two week forecast suggesting a 40% chance of below ave precip. Despite how thin the air is for values of the 
KCBT vs CBOT wheat spread and the KCBT wheat vs CBOT corn spread. It appears traders are following orders by Moore Research 
Center to enter the seasonal spread near April 10th. The seasonal study has shown a exit near June 26th.  
Three of Five Years: when looking back to similar years which have had dry weather as the southern Plains have experienced, three 
of five years continued its dry pattern into the beginning of harvest. 
WASDE: the world ag supply demand report released this morning in the big picture shows a increase in world end stocks vs last 
month. Very surprising is how USDA increased its wheat export target for 2005/06. With 7 weeks remaining in the marketing year, 
shipments and inspections continue to slide. Unshipped wheat sales are carried into the next marketing year. Statistically there is no 
reasoning behind USDA's increased export target. 
Technicals: key custom Moving Averages for July wheat futures are as follows: CBOT's SRWW ='s 3660-3610 & 3620, tonights 
close 3736, KCBT's HRWW ='s 4400-4270 & 4210, tonights close 4580, and MGEX Spring Wheat ='s 4100-4100 & 4110, tonights 
close 4364. 
Trade Position: orders are written to stop into a short on MGEX wheat. Weather forecast are bullish to wheat futures for KCBT 
wheat with the Crop condition report bearish.......Joe Victor 
 
Immigration: In case you missed it today was the National Day of Action for Immigrant Justice. Immigrants, both legal and illegal, 
rallied this weekend and set a weekday as a day for news networks to cover the issue. Unlike previous demonstrations which have 
been centered in major cities, today's was widespread. In the heart of Kansas cattle feeding/packing Garden City  officials estimated 
there were up to 3,000 people demonstrating. In a town of 28,000 that is a big deal. In case you've missed the last few months of 
legislative actions the House passed a bill which would making illegal immigrants currently in the US felons. There would be no 
amnesty. The Senate had been working on a plan with some amnesty and a  Temporary Worker Program'. The Senate version failed to 
get to a vote though. With the Senate failure, immigration organizers have been stepping up their efforts. With immigrants, both legal 
and illegal, being a large part of meat packing plant labor, this is an issue the meat industry will have to contend with. 
Lean Hogs: Today's hog kill was estimated at 330,000 head. Last Monday it was 395,000 head. If there is something bullish it would 
be the potential to temporarily prop up pork prices. Today's pork cutout closed down 49 cents though. The overall effect will be 
bearish however. With holiday slowdowns coming this weekend we could back a few hogs up. Packers may keep their buys limited 
and therefore soon to expire April futures may remain pressured. If there is upside we can point to the idea mid April is typically a 
turn around point to market ready supplies seasonally. Speculators are encouraged to stay with the trend for now. For hedging we 
look to reapply sales sometime in May. 
Live Cattle: USDA estimated 86,000 head of cattle were run through today. That was down sharply from the 119,000 head kill last 
Monday. While this situation is slightly bearish pork it is clearly bearish to beef. Contrary to some in the industry we feel feedlots are 
still clearly behind in marketing. This week will simply make a bad situation worse...Rich Nelson 
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